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Delta Desert Night
more than $10 million dol
lars in support of the fight
against cancer. The Delta
On October 25th the ladies Delta Delta organization
of Delta Delta Delta sorority has raised money for
will be hosting Delta Des children's cancer hospitals,
sert Night, an annual phi research facilities and can
lanthropy event dedicated to cer camps to name a few.
the battle against cancer. For In 1991, Delta Delta Delta
over 25 years Delta Delta sorority officially adopted
Delta sorority has been help St. Jude's hospital making
ing the Stockton community it a mission to due their
fight this horrific disease. part in the crusade against
Nationality, the Delta Delta cancer. "Tri Deltas across
Delta organization has raised
See DELTA page 3
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Sports Editor
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(From left to right) Darla Karsting, Christine Chavez, and Sarah Isbill pose with their cookies for a
good cause.

5th annual Lunafest brings Subversive Stitch
women's exhibit
award-winning films
•Hgmj

Photography by Jennifer t

Sex, Child Care, Menopause, an? Cultural Preddured encompadded in film event to Benefit Pacific'd Women'd Center, Leaderdhip Conference, and Breadt Cancer Fund

LUNAFEST
FILMS BY.
C.A.R.E. Center

FOR . . . ABOUT WOMEN

national platform for emerg
ing women filmmakers to
LUNAFEST, which cel share their stories.
ebrates its fifth anniversary
The program, which be
this year as the only national gins at 7p.m. at the Pacific
touring festival of films by, Theater, will include eight
for, and about women, will winning films selected from
take place here this year on more than 200 submissions
October 21st and 22nd, at that made their way through
7pm, at the University of a multi-stage judging pro
the Pacific's movie theater. cess. Under the direction
LUNAFEST, produced by of LUNAFEST's profes
LUNA®, the whole nutrition sional programmers, the
bar for women*, provides a submissions were initially

screened on technical merit,
and then further judged by
the LUNAFEST 40-member
community panel, assuring
winners' widespread appeal.
Final selection followed a
review by the LUNAFEST
Board of Advisors, a panel
of nine women professionals
in the fields of film, media,
marketing and women's ad
vocacy.
As in previous years, the
films shown at LUNAFEST
embody a wide range of
topics dealing with what it
means to be a woman in the
21st century. This year's top
ics are:
*a short, animated docu
mentary about senior citi
zens' sexualityBACKSEAT
BINGO, by Liz Blazer;
*a woman soldier's crisis to
find someone to care for her
children during her tour of
duty in the Middle EastONE
See LUNA page 2

A fabric replication of women is displayed at Reynold Art Gallery
where stiched art is exhibited for Breast Cancer awareness month.

Courtnee Coburn
Staff Writer
Starr writer

impressive
Jlie Sub
versxve Stitch . lhis neea
art exhibit is an incredibl)

Displayed in the Reynolds
Art Gallery from October
11th to November 4th is the

Power^'ff'^sln'whk"
conventional ways
gee ART page 3
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From ART page 1

Whole N u t r i t i o n / f i r Wo«i«af

fect;" in 2001 tour, LUNAFEST is
P E R  expected to top 100 markets
F E C  this year as it celebrates its
T I O N , fifth anniversary.
The event is being held
by Karen
as a benefit for Pacific's
Lin
* t h e C.A.R.E Center and Wom
h e a l i n g en's Leadership Confer
power of ence, which are designed to
f r i e n d - provide education, support
s h i p and resources for women at
between Pacific and beyond. Price of
an old admission is $7 for students
w o m a n and $10 for non-students.
and
a Tickets may be obtained by
troubled calling Pacific's ticket office
y o u n g at 946-2UOP.
woman
LUNAFEST also raises
in LAY- awareness of, and contribu
I N G tions for, the Breast Cancer
D O W N Fund. In total, over $75,000
ARMS, by Carol Schreder; has been raised for the
and
Breast Cancer Fund. This is
*a humorous look at meno the 2nd time the event has
pause in MABEL'S SAGA / taken place in Stockton and
LE VOYAGE DE MABELLE, at Pacific.
by JoDee Samuelson
For more information
The festival also features a on Pacific's LUNAFEST,
variety of genres, including call 209-946-2177. More
documentaries and animated information is also avail
shorts. Starting with just able at www.lunabar.com/
eight stops on its inaugural lunafest.

LUNA
From LUNA FEST Page 1
WEEKEND A MONTH, by
Eric Escobar;
*the dilemma of an Egyp
tian housewife living in Los
Angeles, whether to follow
tradition and circumcise her
daughterTAHARA, by Sara
Rashad;
*a daughter's struggle to

be understood by her mother
inBLESSING, by Suju Vijayan;
*a mother's search for her
missing daughter in TWI
LIGHT, by Victoria Gamburg;
*a young Asian girl's in
ternal battle to find herself
or continue to try to be "per

AS REPORTED BY PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
October 10 through October 16
1*ALARM, LIBRARY
Received an alarm in the li
brary. Officers found a show
case in the basement open. It
was not known if anything
was missing. Report filed.
3*THEFT, PACIFIC CIR.
Victim reported that some
one entered his vehicle and
took his parking permit. No
force used to get inside the
vehicle.
5*ACCIDENT, PACIFIC
CIR
Report regarding an acci
dent on October 2, 2005.
7*AUTO
BURGLARY,
LOT #7
Victim reports finding the
faceplate to her car stereo
missing. The suspect did not
use force to make entry but
victim reports finding pry
marks on her vehicle.
8*THEFT, RITTER HOUSE
Victim reports finding the
front fork and tire to his Trek

bicycle missing.
9*ARREST, GRACE COVELL
Officers arrested a subject
on an outstanding warrant.
UNARREST, CALAVERAS
BIKE PATH
Officers arrested a juvenile
subject who was painting
graffiti along the bicycle
path way. Subject cited and
released to his mother.
12*AUTO
BURGLARY,
CLOCKTOWERLOT
Victim reports someone
took the face plate from her
car stereo. No force used to
gain entry though the victim
had the vehicle's window
partially down.
13* REPORT, RITTER
HOUSE PARKING
Victim reports someone
smashed out the rear win
dow to his vehicle. Nothing
was missing at the time of

sewing can express th(
sion and artistry of %
past and present. Thes^
type of "needlework" is
tested by incredible <k
and patterns.
"The abstract way in^
the artists combine matemakes for some incrediil
work." Said
Freshman Justin Kloetj
Kloetzer's sentiment was,
shared by many Pacific,
dents who visited the ga|
The artists amalganu
materials like silk, cotter
pers, paste resist, mus
applique, and twine to q
their pieces. Even cigai
butts, dried jellyfish si
and porcupine quills j
used in the artwork.
It is no accident that M
hibit takes place during Bk
Cancer Awareness Monti"
show is designed to raiseport for this cancer that a§
one in every four w®
Pink ribbons are hande:
to visitors of the galleiy
wear in honor of women «j
have had to deal with fej
cancer.
"The Subversive Stitdn
an incredibly touching,!
moving display. Guests i
discover the art behind
"act of defying social expel
tions". Students who havO
ited the show all agree, 1
Subversive Stitch" is quite
success.

with the victim who was tJ
on outstanding warrants.
the report.
ed
for a small laceration to
19*SUSPICIOUS
14*THEFT,
PACIFIC
hand.
She was transported
PERSON, SOUTHWEST
HOUSE
St.
Joseph's
Hospital. The!
Delayed report on a pick HALL
pect
was
turned
over to Ste
Received a report of
up truck where the suspects
ton
PD
where
he
was bod
forced open the rear cover to a subject who was seen
on
felony
assault
charges.
the truck and took a bag full wandering around the restof soccer balls. The bag and rooms of the facility. Subject
22*DISTURBANC
8 soccer balls were valued at was gone upon arrival.
SPANOS
CENTER
21*ARREST,
CLASS
$290.
Officers
arrested one
15* THEFT, CLOCK TOW ROOM BUILDING
public
intoxication
a
Officers dispatched on
ER PARKING
booked
into
the
countv
jail
Victim parked his vehicle a call of a female calling
23..BURGLARY, GEO 9
at 5:00 PM and when he re for help on her cell phone.
ENCE
BLDG.
turned at 7:00 Pm, he discov She stated she was near the
Officers
took a report ti
ered someone had opened classroom building. Upon
someone
had
smashed I
the rear window to his SUV arrival, officers observed
a
first
floor
window
and]
and took his backpack con a subject running and sev
moved
a
computer.
taining Ipod and black trifold eral people in the crowd
24*ASSAULT,
wallet.
pointing at him. Officers
SAFETY
attempted to stop him but
16*ARREST, LOT #14
Victim reports she wasi
Officers arrested a transient he dropped a knife and kept
running. Officers caught saulted the previous eveis
for drug related charges.
18*
ARREST, GRACE the subject and learned the by a former acquaintance.!
COVELL
victim had been cut by the requested an EPO and the s
Officers arrested a subject knife. Officers made contact pect was served.

NEWS

Delta have made this per great opportunity to be able
DELTA page 1
sonal, as they have adopted a to be a part of helping find
nation have raised over new friend Andrew, who has a cure for childhood cancer.
million dollars in the Osteosarcoma. This is not With fundraising like Delta
3 years for St. Judes Andrews's first battle with Dessert's, we are able to
's Research Hospi- cancer. At the age of three, give these children a stream
Delta Delta's phil- Andrew was diagnosed with of hope," said Chavez.
mission has been leukemia, bravely fighting
The ladies of Delta Delta
off
the
disease
but
in
2003
fight childhood canDelta's clever idea of using
said Christine Chavez, the disease remerged. Now peoples sweet tooth to raise
is the Philanthropy ten, Andrew again is battling money has been very suc
and key organizers of valiantly but needs the Pa cessful, in large part due to
cific communities support of the Pacific communities in
event.
ladies of Delta Delta Delta Dessert Night. "It is a volvement. This year again
will be no different in help
ing raise money for kids like
Andrew who are fighting
cancer. Opening their house
and bringing out old family
recipes, the ladies of Delta
Delta Delta again will host
a night filled with scrump
tious deserts, and more
importantly a chance for the
whole Pacific community
to come together. "Dessert
is something that all people
enjoy. Delta Desserts gives
people the opportunity to
enjoy scrumptious treats and
socialize, all while support
ing a good cause. Being able
to help Andrew, makes the
event even more special",
said Erin Miller, president
Life is complex. Prepare to help people
of Delta Delta Delta. It is
a refreshing to see a Greek
manage the challenges of life,
organixation in the front
lines, getting the comunity
Azusa Pacific University's graduate
involved for such a noble
programs in Clinical Psychology offer:
cause.
• Ah A PA-accredited Psy.D. Program
"It's good to see
greek
houses,
dorms, facul
• M.A. in Ci-mcal Psychology
ty, and the community come
(Marriage/Family Therapy emphases)
together to support this an
» A cvticuiurt tiaL ri leg rates sp riLjalHy
nual charitable cause," said
and values
Tri Delta Michelle Koch.
Tickets are now on sale for
• A blend of theoretical and practical elements
only $5.00 or $7.00 at the
of psychology
door. For tickets and more
• Alignment with cuT«*it California licensure
information the Delta Delta
requirements.
Delta house is located in so
rority circle. Every cent will
For more information about APU's graduate
go to St. Jude's hospital and
psychology programs:
Andrew. The event is from 7
to 9 and it is all you can eat,
vfvm
j ted-jcst si/lips
so bring your appetite and a
4.dde?-li tiJtiapu.eJu (Psy.D^
JiBr
conversation.
.edu ?M At
~
.
*
AZUSA PACfF
v/tov spu.sc j 'isppy
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Greek Week

Photograph by Dan Camaranno

'loire Thompson
Staff Writer

Greek Week happens
every year in the fall. It is
meant to bring together the
Greek life we have here at
:>acific. We have fourteen
different houses here on
campus, all of which par
ticipated in Greek Week this
year. The week started off
with Penny Wars and Win
dow Painting on Monday,
presentation on Tuesday,
Trivia Bowl on Wednesday
and an obstacle course relay
race on Thursday evening.
The Lip Sync contest, al
though not affiliated with
Greek Week directly, was
a great finish to the events
as many greek members
participated.
Inter-fraternity Council
President
Justin
BalaElampton explained Greek
Week as a "combination
of dropping differences
and banding together as
a Greek community. It's a
time to sit back and
fun." Greek Week is
sponsored by the school as

Greek houses become a closer
community.
If you didn't get a chance
to see the window painting
on Monday; the theme was
board games. The choices
ranged from Scrabble to
MouseTrap. The art was fun
and creative, each piece in
corporated the names of all
the houses into their game.
John Gieslei, a senior in
Sigma Chi, said of his high
light of Greek Week: "I- can't
even express in words what
my favorite thing about
Greek Week is."
Stepping onto Hand Hall
lawn on Saturday afternoon,
you could tell what Gieslei
meant. Between the bat
spinning, zigzagging and
obstacle course, the relay
was a challenge. "More of the
houses participated this year.
There is more Greek unity,"
said Heather Lease, a Junior
Tri-Delta. The turn out for the
Lip Sync contest was one of
the largest ever with 12 com
peting acts of both greek and
other students. Delta Gamma
took home first place for the
contest, followed by Omega
TTnlfa Pbi
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Privilege should So...what has Dubya
been up to recently?
not be wasted
tion in order for students to
benefit
from their educational
Guest Writer
experience. Student success
The opportunity for higher expands beyond memorizing
education is a privilege too and regurgitating informa
many individuals at this in tion for exams to the ability
stitution take for granted. In to constructively analyze and
many countries, education is apply knowledge. A student
not a priority. In fact, in most who can demonstrate capa
cases it is not even an option. bilities beyond reiterating in
The United States is idolized formation presented in class
as a country that ensures is not only benefiting from
freedom, democracy and their educational experience
equality. While the country but is also desirable for, em
attempts to promote liberty ployment upon graduation.
Given this information,
and autonomy, it is on rare
the
obvious goal should be
occasion when citizens make
for
each
institution to strive
use of their constitutional
towards
creating a holistic,
rights and express their
knowledge to educate or
aid others. The United States
" More time is
markets independence and
emancipation, which leads
spent creat
immigrants to depart from
ing alliances and
their, homelands for the op
maintaining so
portunity to indulge in these
luxurious privileges. How
cial cliques than
ever, they are instead often
collaborating to
disappointed and drained
of their cultural heritage.
enjoy the privi
Moreover they are forced to
leges of higher
surrender to their surround
education."
ings and assimilate into the
American culture. Citizens
of this country and members
of the Pacific campus need co-circular educational expe
to acknowledge and take ad rience. In addition, the goal
vantage of the opportunities for each student should be
before them.
to become actively engaged
Both students and in in their education to benefit
stitutional
environments from their educational expe
contribute to what is gained rience. Why is it then, Pacific
from higher education. In students lack the ambition to
stitutions strive to recruit be active participants in their
and produce students who own education? Students
exhibit leadership skills and struggle to take initiative and
have the ability to positively demonstrate leadership. More
influence society. Institutions time is spent creating alli
work towards creating envi ances and maintaining social
ronments and opportunities cliques than collaborating to
that enhance student devel enjoy the privileges of higher
opment. The ideal campus education. Given the small
would motivate and inspire
students while providing a
See COLLEGE page 5
holistic, co-circular educa

By Satinder Gill

By Benjamin Dunphv

Staff Writer

President Bush's contro
versial nomination of Harriet
Miers to the Supreme Court
has been met with opposition
from both the GOP and the
Democrats. Ms. Miers has
been criticized as not having
the qualifications for the most
important judicial position
in the United States. What
qualifies one for this position
anyways? Firstly, it helps if
you understand the law not
only from the perspective
of a lawyer, but from that
of a judge, which she never
was. It also helps to at least
have support from the party
from which the nominating
president represents, which
she does not. She did, how
ever, serve as the president
of the Texas Bar Association,
giving her some points. And
did I mention she's single?
The President has also
been having trouble with
the power hungry, dicta
tor-president Hugo Chavez
of Venezuela. Mr. Chavez
has repeatedly accused "Mr.
Danger," as the Venezuelan
government labels President
Bush, of planning to assas
sinate him and invade the
oil-rich country. Dumb com
ments made by broadcaster
Pat Robertson only fueled
Mr. Chavez's fire: "...if he
thinks we're trying to assas
sinate him, I think that we
really ought to go ahead and
do it. It's a whole lot cheaper
than starting a war." The US
ambassador to Venezuela
promptly refuted any such
. plans for assassination. Mr.
Chavez seems to be using
Mr. Bush's unpopularity
and his trigger-happy image
to strengthen the country's
nationalism as well as his

Harriet Miers was nominated to the (J.S. Supreme Coon
few qualifications.

own power. To reinforce this
image with the public, the
New York Times reported
"In August [in Venezuela],
the Bush administration was
even put on trial for crimes
against humanity during the
World Festival of Students
and Youth. The verdict in the
mock proceeding was guilty,
not surprisingly."
In other news, the head
line-dominant scandal for
the Bush Administration
(yes, there is at least one for
every president) is the iden
tity leak of CIA operative
Valerie Wilson. Following
the President's State of the
Union address in 2002 that
charged Iraq with trying to
acquire yellowcake uranium
from Niger, Joseph Wilson,
Valerie's husband and for

mer foreign servi o
and ambassador, tr =
Niger on behalf of
and came to the co
after much investiga
"there's simply to
oversight over too
industry for a sale
transpired," espeda
the International At
ergy Agency oversc
entire uranium inci i:
Wilson reported hi s
to the CIA and the
an op-ed article for
York Times, publiJuly 6, 2003. Th
House then confir:
findings.
Now, here comes
part: Judith Miller.
See DUBYA pa j
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New house for
Theta Chi
4

iy Megan Enqle
luest Writer

Located along the winding
alaveras River is a gorgeous
louse that is now Theta
hi's, a social fraternity here
m campus. This semester
arks Theta Chi's very first
their own residence.
The fraternity members are
ery excited to have a house.
It tightens our brotherhood"
id Raoul Hotchandani,
resident of Theta Chi. He
it is an accomplishment
r the house. "The house is
our trophy. It was a long
d strenuous two and a half
ears for us as a colony then

" It is a typical
fraternity house,
Ibut there is one
major differ
ence. »>

jVi

er we got installed and iniated we got the house and it
as like 'here is your prize"
It is a typical fraternity
ouse, but there is one major
ifference. It is a dry house,
his means that there is abolutely no alcohol on the
remises.
Theta Chi International
leadquarters requires them
a be an alcohol free house.
They took the initiative to
0 so as a result of the chalnges faced by Fraternities
1 the 1990's such as: poor
ecruitment, low grades,
eclining
membership
nd poor reputation," said
lotchandani.
The fraternity has changed
:s ideas about alcohol a few
ifferent times. It was de

cided at the 1917 Convention
that alcohol was not to be
used in chapter houses or fra
ternity functions. This policy
changed again in 1950, only
33 years after it was put into
place. In July, 1998, 61% of
voting members at the Anni
versary Convention of Theta
Chi Fraternity decided that
alcohol free housing should
again be put into effect in all
under graduate Theta Chi
Chapters.
So what does having a dry
house do to the fraternity's
social life? Raoul said that
it presents a challenge. "It
makes it hard for us to get
our name out." Theta Chi
has to "structure fun events
without alcohol" and "can't
rely on drinking and party
ing to attract people. We
have to be creative." The fra
ternity has to show students
that drinking does not have
to be the focus of one's social
life. Students have to be will
ing to explore other options
when deciding how to spend
the weekend.
Despite the challenges
that living in a dry frater
nity presents, Hotchandani
believes that it is a positive
thing in the end. "It helps us
find quality recruits." But,
don't think that just because
the house is dry that the
members are, too. "We don't
mind if the guys drink, as
long as it's not in the house,"
said Hotchandani.
Eventually students may
come to realize that alcohol is
not required to have a good
time on weekends. Only time
will tell if they recognize
that there are alternatives
to drinking at parties. Theta
Chi is here to help them do
just that.

COLLEGE from page 4
student population at Pacific,
students' forming cliques
and alliances is detrimental
to them enjoying college life.
Student organizations, Greek
affiliates, and athletes all
compete internally for social
gain. The majority of interac
tion amongst these students
is in expressing animosity
and hostility rather than join
ing together to create enjoy
able experiences and memo
rable legacies. As members
from an institution of higher
education, students at Pacific
have the remarkable oppor
tunity to positively influence
each other and the commu
nity. Instead, they focus on
internal rivalries and per
sonal gain.
Student activism empow
ers students and creates
influential student leaders.
Power is controlled by peo
ple; nothing or no one can
maintain power without the
support of people. Whether
students chose to support a
cause or challenge one, they
need to be actively engaged.
Students at Pacific struggle
to form a cohesive represen
tation of the campus, leaving
student organizations disput
ing over who best represents
the campus. With increas
ing numbers of subgroups
within the student popula
tion, it is difficult to identify
what characterizes a Pacific
student. A divided student
body limits student power.
Ironically, with so many
cliques and groups, students
limit diversity. Rather than
striving to be identifiably di
verse, students need to strive
towards accomplishing a
diverse perspective while
maintaining solidarity.
A major scapegoat for the
lack of campus unity and
student pride is the lack of
a collegiate football team.
Not only does the financial
liability of football hinder
the opportunity for other

educational experiences and
DUBYA from page 4
athletic teams, it also is not
necessary for campus unity
or pride. The state of Cali er for The New York Times,
fornia alone houses over 70, met with I. Lewis Libby on
four-year
undergraduate May 23, 2003 for an inter
institutions, less than 30 of view about the failure to find
which offer collegiate foot weapons of mass destruction
ball. Student involvement in Iraq, but he wanted to
and collaboration is what discuss Joseph Wilson's fact
creates campus unity and finding trip to Niger. Then,
on July 8, 2003 which, if you
pride, not football!
A lack of campus unity and recall from the above, was
pride hinders the power stu- two days after Mr. Wilson
published his findings in the
New York Times, Ms. Miller
and Mr. Libby met again, and
"A major scape Mr. Libby provided details
Valerie Wilson, though
goat for the lack about
using an alias. Then, on July
of campus unity 14, a column by Robert No
vak cited that "two senior
and student
administration
officials"
pride is the lack named Joseph Wilson's
wife
of a collegiate and said that she worked as
"operative on weapons
football team." an
of mass destruction." The
Washington Post reported
dents have on campus. With that someone in the White
a lack of unity, students are House tried to plant this
less able to provide insight story with six reporters and
or influence campus policies finally found a pawn with
and procedures. Further Robert Novak.
more, they are not perceived
Whether or not President
as influential or capable of Bush was involved in what
leadership. Some students appears to be a punishment
recognize the institutional to Joseph Wilson for finding
power of Pacific and would out the truth and reporting
like to see more campus uni it to the American people,
ty and school pride to further making the president and his
Pacific's potential endeavors. administration look bad, re
However, most students will mains to be seen. Mr. Bush
only criticize the issue if they did vow, however, to fire
can remain anonymous and anyone involved in leaking
unheard. Too many students Valerie Wilson's name. As
are only willing to express this article is written, many
opposition behind closed involved in the scandal have
doors. Change can only oc or are testifying before the
cur if someone makes an ef federal grand jury. Until all
fort to show the need for it. the facts and statements are
We live in a country where in, we can only hope that
we have the opportunity to this was all a coincidence
misunderstanding
seek the benefits of higher and
which
led
to
the leak of a CIA
education. Furthermore, we
operative's
name
eight days
posses the opportunity to
after
her
husband
made the
freely express our opinions
Bush
Administration
look
and positively affect our
stupid
while
undermining
communities. Why then, are
students at Pacific restrain- their campaign for war. But
we know better.
Till next time, that's what
Dubya's
been up to.
See COLLEGE page 6

t is the poncyoTTnTPacTIicaiTto^ccepTomplaints ancTchliercommentsreguaKlinj^o^^
Editor
with permssion to print them, as well as any comment you would like to present without publication. It is our policy, however, not to
3rint anything that personally attacks any member of our staff, writers, or affiliate of The Pacifican.
Jlease send Letters to the Editor to: pacificaneditors@pacific.edu.
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Tiger heaven
By Marcel Gibson
Columnist
Breakfast Burritos from
the Summit are gorgeous
reminders that every once
in awhile, a Tiger can find
a little piece of heaven on
earth. But when that break
fast burrito is the cure for
a hangover, well, that's
when Tiger finds herself in
heaven.
Breakfast burritos are
manifested completely for
the enjoyment of all stu
dents, from opening till 10:
30am. On the other hand, it
is doubtful that a University
Center and a Baseball Sta
dium are projects that, like a
Breakfast Burrito, are there
to serve the students first

situation from behind closed The remainder of
doors does not improve it. students have an assc^
Taking initiative and bring potential to contribute, ^
are currently refraining ftoj
ing from doing so? Students ing issues to the surface does.
cannot expect to receive the Surfacing issues will not doing so. Complying Wift
best educational experience, guarantee a solution, but at the current situation aift
refusing to express opposi
compete with graduates least it is a start. Bringing up
tion is easy. Students
from rival campuses, and
higher
education in hop^
become influential leaders of
of
becoming
leaders of|
" Change does
the future, if they are unwill
future.
Students
coiiipi
ing or resisting to invest and
not occur with and are not able that
to
critical)
engage in their education.
out ontroversy analyze or criticize thingsaj
How can Pacific expect to
not desired for employe
or criticism."
progress and compete aca
or leadership. Striving it
demically with rivals, when
betterment
requires hnov,
the student population is not
edge,
courage
and is ft
the
issues
creates
conversa
in harmony and furthermore
result
of
a
holistic,
co-draft
tion.
Whether
the
conserva
not willing surface the issue
educational
experience.
11
tion
is
positive
or
negative
is
and actively seek improve
opportunity
for
an
educatit
not
of
as
much
importance
as
ment?
Students cannot expect the fact that the conversation is a rare privilege and shoii
not be jeopardized by resii
change in campus unity or has started.
ing to practice constitute
Change
does
not
occur
pride if they are unwilling
rights or fearing to fac«i
without
controversy
or
criti
to take initiative and collabo
position.
cism.
A
limited
number
of
rate with each other to create
students
have
expressed
con
memorable and influential
experiences. Criticizing the fidence and surfaced issues.
COLLEGE from page 5

us. Neither project is going
to enrich the lives of even a
handful of students.
Other investment projects
are more "student centered"
like the Library Expansion
Project, but are too small in
ambition. Nearing comple
tion, the library is crowded
as ever and it's still nearly
impossible to find a com
puter, a study room, or just a
quiet area to study.
Clearly, there are projects
in this Campaign for Pacific
that truly embrace the motto,
"Student Centered Educa
tion," like the already com
pleted health science build
ing as well as the recently
approved Biology Building.
Still, if Pacific claims to be
centered around student
needs, than this campaign

pocific.edu
. ....... ...

An artist':

spiction ofthe future University Center.

and foremost.
Both the University Center
and Baseball Stadium are
aart of President's Donald
TeRosa's much acclaimed
Campaigxa for Pacific, a
:harge to gain $200 million
to invest in high-profile
projects. Proclaimed as "In
vesting in Excellence," these
arojects are intended to gear
Ucific for the future.
However,
somewhere
amidst the ambitious camaaign, Pacific's vow for
tudent centered education
is slowly
disappearing.
Certainly new buildings are
xciting, but they seem more
for donors to immortalize
their names on than for stu
dent centered education.
For example, the $3 milion baseball stadium cur
rently under construction
aas a good chance of ending
up another empty stadium.
The $30 million University
enter, if anything like the
VlcCaffery Center, will be
used by the occasional band
to sing hymns of joy and an
noy the hell out of the rest of

should just be that.
A campaign truer to
Pacific's selling point might
include more scholarships
available to more students,
instead of increasing tuition
in order to partially compen
sate for increased spending.
Making Pacific more avail
able to students not neces
sarily able to afford this
institution through grants
would also be more "student
centered."
Enhancing current facili
ties is also a further option.
Both the townhouses and
UC's are still using cable
modems for internet access
and are not on the campus
network. Most classrooms
are still without clocks and
don't have access to wireless
internet.
But let's start at the ba
sics, and get some donors to
invest in serving Breakfast
Burritos at the Summit from
opening till closing. They
can even put their names on
the wrappers.

©»r scholarship
iMltkm, textteoto aid supplies grid seen fives yw * monthly stipend tar
\ Wm§ atfaarsft-i. But it's tha experience vault gain aliar graduation that sets this arooram aps-f.
As anAhr tares dentist, you'll tie Ir a supportive team environment where teaching and mentoring
are ongoing. You'll have exposure io wBrfettsspecialties, and lite weight el emergencies ordifficur
cases vtan'i rest on your shoulders alme. For marie inlormaliasi about cur Health Profess ic is
Scholarship P * jyi ain, call m visit us oniMe. 1~ 80S- 588- S2&0 * AIR"0RC£ COM/HEALTHCARE
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Fear and Loathing on a College Campus
Red Bull to otart oelling tampono in parking Loto

By Mikev Vu

Lifestyles Editor

It has been brought to my
attention that Pacific is lack
ing many things, one mainly
being the amount of parking
available to students. The

parking lots are constantly
full, there's no room on the
streets, there's the cursed
A/B parking dilemma, so I
must ask you Pacific, why do
you drive such small cars?
It's those damn small cars
that give me false hope when

I'm driving in a seemingly
full parking lot looking for
a spot. I'll be circling around
for about 5 minutes, and
then bam. I see it.
Behind a big pick up truck
is an open parking spot. My
heart palpitates with excite
ment as I move to the side in
preparation for the turn and
then I realize mid turn that
there is something drastical
ly wrong with this picture.
There is mini cooper in my
spot. It was just hiding there
to taunt me, waiting until
the last possible moment as
if to jump out and say, "HA!
I got you! Look how sneaky
British cars can be." Right.
The only thing that's worse
than be tricked by a station
ary four wheeled vehicle,
is trying to pull into a spot
where the only thing that's

in your way is a single mo
torcycle. I mean, c'mon you
don't need all that room. It's
about as space efficient as a
penny in gumball machine.
Apparently, upon my lat
est visit to Tiger Grocery, Von
Dutch has made its very own
energy drink. Mind you, this
isn't any ordinary beverage;
it's a "symbol of individual
ity and the spirit of personal
expression." I don't get it.
Not only do every single one
of these power drinks taste
the same, since when did
people start drinking bever
ages as a form of personal
expression?
I really doubt that girls
are going to be lining up at
he SSy" to
let"to
r .
.
perfect
accessory
to
match
r
J -teUggXTSdBu;^
purses. If this designer label

drink catches on, it will only
be a matter of time until you
can purchase a poorly made
knock off version of the drink
called "Von Datch" where
the only way you can tell
the difference is by carefully
examining the side of the can
to see if the trademark design
is there.
What about Redbull? They
were the original beverage
that every power drink cop
ied, how come they don't get
their hands into a piece of
the pie? I think they should
be trying to expand their
horizons, move onto things
beyond the world of caffeinated drinks and onto better
things like say*tampons and
rf. Loot on the bright side,
at least they wouldn t have to
,
,
change
their
<**nge th
Sives
you wingsssssss slogan.

Music sensation Cake conies back to Pacific
by Adrian Duston-Muiioz

Guest Writer

This past Saturday, Octo
ber 15th, the band Cake per
formed at Bob Hope Theater
in downtown Stockton, to a
mixed crowd of Pacific stu
dents and Stocktonites alike.
The show was, at least to a
die-hard fan, excellent.
It started with an open
ing act, a band called Simon
Dawes. Before I begin, a note
about opening acts: never
expect too much. You'd be
surprised how often a very
talented or well-liked band
will pick the worst open
ers (maybe if the opening
band is lousy they'll sound
great?); however, I optimisti
cally showed up before the
opening act, also to try to get
good seats. However, it was
me who was surprised: in a
slightly emo, scruffy-haired,
totally scene, Hives + Vines
+ more ballads + lead-singer-dances-kinda-like-he'sattached-to-strings-fromabove kind of way, they were

pretty good. The beginning
few songs could have been
any contemporary alterna
tive band, but later in the set
they showed their musical
maturity through some soft
songs with genuinely good
writing and playing. In ad
dition, the bass player looked
exactly like John Hess. If you
know him, it's funny. If not,
don't worry about it.
After a brief break, Cake
finally came on. The stage
was, of course, rushed, as
•(mostly students) decided
that the seats provided were
pretty much entirely for the
surprisingly large crowd
of 30-somethings who'd
started listening to Cake in
their twenties and promised
themselves they'd come to a
show despite a fifteen-year
hiatus from the scene. Noth
ing against them though- if
they like Cake, they're fine
by me. I'd just never seen
that many respirators in one
See CAKE page 3

Cake in Manchester on Febuary 3rd, 2005. Last Saturday Cake preformed at Bob Hope
Theatre in Stockton for a crowd of Pacific fans.
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Capricorn 12/22-1/19
You find yourself wanting
more out of college. I'm here
to remind you that you outta
know you don't. Take some
caffeine pills and run to Faye
Spanos. Tonight go to the
theater.

By Dan Commarono
Astrological analysit

Aquarius 1/20-2/18
You recently left someone
like a broken doll. The focus
has to be on loving yourself
today, there's plenty of time
to hate yourself tomorrow.
Tonight chat online with a
stranger.

Libra 9/21-10/22
Indecision and strange
sounds cloud your dreams
like evil frogs of the apoca
lypse. Try making random
decisions more quickly, like
multiple choice, just choose
without reading the ques
tion. Tonight eat an egg.

Pisces 2/19-3/20
You're always tired and
you don't know why. The
sure way to wake yourself
up is to dawn a tangerine
speedo and run around the
tower yelling "mellow yel
low!" Tonight be a Latin
lover.

Scorpio 10/23-11/21
Why do the leaves turn
colors? If you know the
answer then I respect you,
if you don't you won't be
getting a Christmas card this
year. Try being smarter. To
night read a book.

Aries 3/21-4/19
Working out at the gym
can be a double edged sword.
You see both hotties and not
so hotties. Try to imagine a
world without not so hotties
and you'll realize the hotties
wouldn't be so hot. Tonight
work out twice.

Sagittarius 11/22-12-21
Many of your friends
secretly feel you're hav
ing problems on the follow
through. Stand and deliver
what they have coming. To
night fool your soul.

see what fun you can ha"
Tonight play ball.

Gemini 5/21-6/21
You don't need good loot
and a healthy diet to be
super model. All you nee
to do is get your pictur
taken and find someone
buy it. So go for it you Ka!
Moss you. Tonight love yes
jeans.

Taurus 4/20-5/20
Peer pressure is a power
ful tool that may be used for
both good and evil. Some
one will soon use this on
you, simply use it back and

Cancer 6/22-7/22
Confusion has hit y
ever since PWF didn't v..
lip sync. Just kick back a
laugh at all the crazies t:
liked the other group mor
Tonight sing a sad song.

Leo 7/23-8/22
In a future dream yc
will see yourself at a Padl
Football game, reality's
bitch huh. Try eating sou
candy to take the pain awi
Tonight wonder why we c
afford two new buildings b
not a reason to have a grt
stadium.

Virgo 8/23-9/22
You hurt yourself tod:
physically or mentally is:
important. Try to focus
the pain because it's the or
thing that's real. The be
thing to do is smile at ea
idiot that thinks putting rin
on a butt ugly car is app:
priate or even cool. Toruc
watch some Letterman.

News: (209)946-2115
pacificannews@pacific.edu
Perspectives: (209) 946-2115
pacificanperspectives@pacific.edu
Lifestyles: (209) 946-2115
pacificanlifestyles@pacific.edu
Sports: (209) 946-2115
pacificansports@pacific.edu
Mail: 3601 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA 95211

ere s How
H
m,

Call (209) 946-2114 or
e-mail us at
ditors@pacific.edu
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KPAC looking for Kittens

_ •

place outside of a hospital.
Anyhow, the lights came
down, people left their seats
for the area right below the
stage, and the band rocked
the house. They played not
only hits from the last decade
of radio-play ("Never There,"
"No Phone," and of course,
their immortal version of
Gloria Gaynor's "I Will Sur
vive"), but also many b-track
songs to the delight of more
passionate fans.
In addition, it was obvi
ous that these guys are
pros and know how to put
on a show. Every time the
seemingly-misplaced-in-analternative-band trumpeter
took a solo, the crowd went
wild. The lead singer, John
McCrea, armed with his
Willy Nelson-looking beat
up and duct-taped acoustic
guitar, knew how to evoke
excitement through audience

participation, pitting girls
against guys in singing and
chanting (and in the end, hu
morously handing a security
guard a microphone to join
along).
Despite having what many
could tell was a slight divaness about him, noticeable
even from the audience, it
was obvious that the man
knows how to perform, and
more importantly, knows
how to perform music.
The show ended, after a
three-song encore (which
took forever to get them
back on stage-I'm pretty sure
they did it on purpose), with
their favorite '96 hit "The
Distance," and therefore a
mess of wild cheering and
clapping.
It was obvious from the
looks of the faces of people
in the lobby that everybody,
myself included, left satis
fied.

r

Photograph by Jennifer Hite-Smith|

Fans and employees of KPAC promote radio event outside South
west Hall on a Friday night. They are currently looking for girls to be
the KPAC Kittens, the new mascots.

here to a rock-based audience
as well as those who listen to
Reporter
rap and country music. The
Television and radio inter kittens would help promote
views, a talent competition, the new look of the radio sta
the ability to possess grace tion to reach as many demo
and poise; no, this is not the graphics as possible.
The criteria to be a kitten
Miss America pageant, but
Pacific's search for its first are to be female, athletic,
outgoing, and upstanding
KPAC kittens.
Pacific's radio station as well as attend school at
KPAC is currently looking Pacific. So far 18 women have
for its very first promotion signed up to partake in a se
models. KPAC promotions ries of events that will decide
director, Aidan Gray, says the KPAC kittens.
The events include a live
that the goal of the models
would be to advertise KPAC radio broadcast, a television
to the entire school as well interview played on Pacific's
as reach a wide variety of Pac 2 T.V. station, an obstacle
listeners. The KPAC kittens course to test the endurance
would be the radio station's of the participants, and fi
mock of the "Budweiser nally a talent competition.
The kitten applications are
girls."
publicized
by street promo
KPAC director and Com
tions
around
the campus,
munications professor, Dr.
on
Pacific
T.V.
and
by radio
Alan Ray believes this pro
broadcasts
on
KPAC.
motion technique may be
Applications include a
beneficial to advertise the
short
series of intellectual
KPAC radio station. "We try
questions
like "What was
to simulate how a real rock
your
favorite
dinosaur when
radio station would promote
you
were
a
kid"
and "What
themselves to their demo
is
your
position
on
the cur
graphic," Ray said.
rent
child
labor
disputes
in
Since the beginning of the
Calcutta?"
Also,
dance
or
fall 2005 school year KPAC
has changed its format to ad cheerleading experience is

Louro Ray
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Weekend of No Regrets on the couch Sports

wrap up

Ryan Mathews
Columnist
We all go through the week
diligently completing the ob
ligations that are assigned by
our professors and bosses.
It's a hard thing when you
are dedicated to sports, and
want to catch up with the
news in the sports world.
Yet, when there is a weekend
like this in sports, more of us
seemed to be caught up on
our couches, instead of being
outside enjoying some of the
scarce summer weather that
we still have left, or in the
library wishing you were on
your couch.
College football on Sat
urday was the stage for one
of the greatest sports games
ever played. Notre Dame
seemed to have USC figured
out, until a move by Heisman
Trophy winner and quarter
back Matt Leinart sealed the
Fighting Irish's fate. Trailing
throughout the game, USC
had to do something. No
timeouts left, Leinart broke
out to the sideline to try to
run into the end zone but
was stopped short and the
clock ticked to zero: game
over. But to Norte Dame's
demise, the ball had in fact
popped out of his hands and
out of bounds. The seven sec
onds of confusion between
the officials had to be put on
the clock and play resumed.
It. took only a simple spin
move by the quarterback,
into the end zone, to end the
game. Just like that, the Tro
jans won 34-31. A notable for
the Trojans was Reggie Bush,
who ran for 160 yards and
three touchdowns. At least
the Irish have a chance to
breathe, playing such teams
as BYU and Navy in the fol
lowing weeks.
In the NLCS, what seemed
to be a sure win for the
Houston Astros and a trip
to the World Series, wasn't.
Going into the Monday 31 in the series, the Astros
left their home field with a
loss. Now, Roger Clemens
and company are flying out

to St. Louis to continue the
fight, if they can. Yet the
Cardinals came through with
commanding force in the last
inning of the game to take
the lead 5-4 and seal a win.
Down 2-4 and two men on
base, Albert Pujols jacked
the ball into the stands. The
sellout crowd broke into a
shrieking sound of horror,
straight out of a Jaime LeeCurtis murder flick from the
80's and then there was an
irrie silence. Pujols' two-out,
top of the ninth appearance
at the plate gave Cardinal
fans the right to breathe
again. With the series close
to an unexpected dead heat,
the tension rises again in the
National League.
The ALCS was a thing of
beauty for the Chicago White
Sox. In commanding force,
they defeated the Los Ange
les Angels of Anaheim 4-1 in
the series and they did it four
games in a row. I am not sure
how well the rally monkey
really worked this year, but
you have to give LAA credit
for knocking out the Yanks.
That monkey worked just
fine in 2002 against the San
Francisco Giants (supporting
my pure feeling abhorrence
towards it), but I think its
time to come up with a "new
rabbit's foot." But, to focus
on the hype of the World Se
ries, we can look back at last
year when 1918 was the mag
ic number for the Boston Red
Sox (their previous year with
a championship), and they
won. This year it is 1917,
and that is the year when
the White Sox had last won a
World Series. Now the team
has a week off to think about
what they can do to end their
non-winning streak, and pre
pare for their NL opponent
on Saturday. Whether they
are going to be playing the
Astros or the Cardinals, the
series sounds promising. See
you on the couch.

Field Hockey
Oct. 18, 2005
Pacific continued its quest fo
excellence in Nor Pac ph
beating Longwood, 6-1. Ma
rissa Atilano had two goals an
Kaily McGrath, Dana Waist
Jennifer Chaney, and Vianne
Campos also added a goa
The Tigers out shot Longw os
26-14. Pacific dominated in a
aspects of the game earning
record six goals. Pacific tak=
on Big Ten power Michigan
Berkeley on Sunday.

GOLF
Oct. 18, 2005
The Tigers finished in 16:
place at The Prestige totirn
ment in La Quinta, Calif o
nia. On the PGA West Grt
Norman course the Tig*
cumulative scores was
google.com

Matt Leinart seals the deal in what has become an instant classic.
Trojans won 34-31 in the last 7 second of the fourth quarter.

See SPORTS page 3
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NFL Guru Week 7 Predictions

Pacific
adds
Texas
A&M

Chose Tapalla
NFL Guru

Overall Record: 24-18

San Francisco at Washing
ton
The Niners are coming
off a well needed bye week.
Alex Smith had -no chance
in his first career start and
threw 4 INTs. Kevan Barlow
Mike Mileritk
has
been disappointing also,
Director of Media
but I think their offense is so
Relations
bad because their O-line is
so bad. Their defense is the
STOCKTON, Calif.
— The Pacific men's only semi-bright spot. Wash
ington has looked good and
basketball team has last
announced that a Janu the week was a tough loss to
Chiefs. Clinton Portis is
ary 3, 2006 home game
still without a TD, but he has
against Texas A&M
has been added to the been rushing for 90 yards a
2005-06 schedule. As game this year. Mark Brunell
a result, Pacific's home is impressing everyone and
game against Cal State Santana Moss is a Pro Bowl
Northridge has been lock so far. Washington will
moved from January win and will force at least 2
4, 2006 to Wednesday, turnovers on defense.
Redskins 27,49ers 13

February 22, 2006 and
Pacific's women's bas
ketball game against
Cal State Northridge
on January 4, 2006
will move from a 5:00
p.m. start to a 7:00p.m.
tipoff.
Pacific men's basket
ball will be on regional
or national television
at least five times
throughout the season.
The list of games is be
low, highlighted by Pa
cific's game at Cal State
Fullerton on February
9, 2006 on ESPN2. The
Tigers will be a part of
ESPN's Bracket buster
Saturday for a second
straight year on Febru
ary 18, 2006 but it has
not been determined if
that game will be tele
vised. It will be a home
game for the Tigers.

SPORTS
believe he will play because
of the magnitude of the
game. The Steelers can easily
become 3-3 after this game.
The Bengals are my favorite
AFC team and it is because
of their dynamic offense.
Carson Palmer is a superstar
on the rise and he has a great
receiving corps to throw to.
This game is going to come
down to the final minutes.
The QB that wins this game
will show his leadership and
talent the whole game. I'm
going to take Cinci because
they are at home.
Bengals 30, Steelers 28

San Diego at Philadelphia
This is another great
match-up between two ex
cellent teams. The Chargers
are coming off a rout of the
Raiders where LT rushed,
threw, and caught a TD. That
was with Antonio Gates only
having 17 yards receiving.
The
Eagles are coming off
Buffalo at Oakland
a
bye
week and find them
The Raiders have had the
selves
at
the bottom of their
toughest schedule so far
division,
even with a 3-2
this season and this game is
record.
I
think
that this is a
no cake walk. It looks like
must
win
for
them
if they
Randy Moss will not play
want
to
get
a
chance
for the
because of a play last week
division.
McNabb
was
able
that caused three different
to
rest
and
T.O.
was
too.
If
injuries. Without him it will
they
run
the
ball
between
be very hard to win. The Bills
have looked revamped since 12 and 18 times they should
Kelly Holcomb has become win this game. They just
the starting QB. Willis Mc- hope it doesn't come down
Gahee had a monster game to a field goal because Akers
last week and will have an is out for a while.
Eagles 31, Chargers 27
average game against the
underrated Raiders run D. I
Dallas at Seattle
think that the Bills are going
Both teams are 4-2 and
to make the playoffs and this
both
have looked impressive
game will get them going in
that
last few games. Drew
the right direction.
Bledsoe
looks like his old self
Bills 24, Raiders 20
and Julius Jones should play
this week. Terry Glenn has
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
stepped
up enormously and
The big question is: Can
the
defense
has been getting
Ben Roethlisberger play? I

tW V
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Payton manning rocket of an arm keeps the Cults undefeated.

the job done. The Seahawks
look just as good maybe even
better. Shaun Alexander al
ready has two 4 TD games
this season and Matt Hasselbeck has been very efficient.
Their defense took a big hit
when Ken Hamlin got in a
bar fight Sunday night and
he is now in the ICU. I still
think the Seahawks' offense
is too potent, especially at
home.
Seahawks 27, Cowboys 20
Denver at NY Giants
After the first week it
looked like the Broncos were
going to have a tough time
making the playoffs, but
over the last five games they
have been unbeatable. They
have found a RB in Tatum
Bell and Jake Plummer has
not thrown an interception
since week one. Their run
ning defense is in the top 3 in

Pacific on Regional and National Television:
DAY
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Thursday
Saturday
Saturday

DATE
an. 9
an. 28
Feb. 4
Feb. 9
Feb. 18
Feb. 25

I

OPPONENT
* CAL STATE FULLERTON
* at UC Santa Barbara
* LONG BEACH STATE
* at Cal State Fullerton
ESPN BRACKET BUSTER
* at Cal State Northridge

TIME
8:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
TBA
3:00 p.m.

NETWORK
CSTV
Fox Sports West 2
Fox Sports West 2
ESPN2
Fox Sports West 2

the NFL as well. The Giants
have also been a surprise,
especially Eli Manning. No
one thought that he would
produce like he is in his
Sophomore season. Plaxico
Burress is breaking out and
Tiki Barber is being his usual
self. This will be a good game
and I think Tiki will get the
Giants a hard fought victory.
Giants 24, Broncos 21
NY lets at Atlanta
This game would have
looked good at the start of
the season, but now it looks
like an obvious winner on
the Monday night stage.
Vinny Testaverde is start
ing what seems like his 40th
year at QB and he needs to
be effective for a Jets victory.
Curtis Martin is the one who
needs a huge game for them
to pull off the upset. If he can
amass 150 total yards and
a couple TDs they have a
chance. I think if Vick plays
or not the Falcons should
win. They have too much
speed on both sides of the
ball. They also have the twoheaded monster of Warrick
Dunn and the TD machine
T.J. Duckett. Atlanta will win
because they are just a better
football team at this point.
Falcons 24, Jets 13
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P a c i f i c b a s k e t b a l l f a n s s h o w e d up

Midnight Mania a slam dunk"£ 11

s

°

ths f st off

p r a c t i c e o f t h e s e a s o n . F a n s wet
entertained by the men a n d women
b a s k e t b a l l t e a m s , a l i v e D J f r °rti
Stockton's #1 hit music s t a t i o n
KWIN 9 7 . 7 and 9 8 . 3 , t h e W a r r i o r s
Team Thunder, a n d t h e P a c i f i c Spt
Squad.

def. Natalia Kostenko
(PAC),3-6; 6-4; 6-3
Consolation Round
Fiorella Velez (NE\ j i
VanaMrazovic (PAC), v
over
Singles Flight B
Consolation Second Roi
Helen Schneider (PA<
def. Nancy Mole (NTE\ ),
6-4
Consolation Third Rou
Stephanie Herrmann (5
def. Helen S c h n e i d e r (P
Men's Volleyball
6-3; 6-3
10/16/05
Singles Flight C
The men's volleyball
Quarterfinals
team came home with
Myriam B o u c h l a k a (I
a gold medal after beat
ing Stanford in Canada. def. Lizzy Kenireld (PA
Brain Adamson was walkover
Doubles Flight A.
named Most Valuable
Semifinals
Player in the tournament
Pavia Mesterova /
hosted by University of
Calgary. Andreas Babou- Tamara Tanner (LMU
lidis and Mitch Hazelett def. Kostenko / Tambon
also made the all tournament (PAC),8-4
Consolation Quarterf.:
team. Pacific beat Stanford
Feline Chariot / Erin
25-10, 23-25, 25-17, 25-20.
This looks like a promising Yound (SMC) def.
Mrazovic / Twarowska
season for the Tigers.
(PAC), 8-3
Doubles Flight B
Women's Volleyball
Quarterfinals
10/15/05
Kenfield /Schneider 1
Powerhouse UC Santa
Barbara put out a late fire by def. Caitlin Aloia / Gabv
Pacific beating the Tigers 3-2. Dalkin (SMC), 8-6
Semifinals
Pacific was down two games
Bouchlaka / Bachlan
to none and roared back win
ning the third match 30-27 Pham (UNR) def. Kenfic
and fourth match 30-28. The Schneider (PAC), 8-4
Tigers fought hard the fifth
game but lost 15-12. Kara Uhl
had a career high 26 kills. The
Tigers look to get right back
on track facing UC Riverside
on Thursday at 7 in the Alex
G. Spanos Center.
from Jennifer Smiley,
notching her fourth goal
of the season. Mandi Van
Dorn added her fifth goal
of the season putting the
nail in the coffin for Pa
cific in the 71st minute.
The Tigers moved to 96-1 and 2-3 in conference
play. The Tigers face UC
Santa Barbara on Friday,
October 21 at 7:00 pm.

From SPORTS page 1
307-300 which equaled 910.
Led by Chris Rosenau the
Tigers did well in a tuff tour
nament. The 18-hole course
was no doubt as difficult as
they come. Rounding out the
trio was Thomas Petersson
and Adam Beckman who
tied each other with a score

Photographs courtesy of Pacific Athletics

of 228. The Tigers will be in
Santa Clara October 24th and
25th for the Santa Clara Invi
tational.
Water Polo
Oct. 16, 2005
Pacific moved their im
pressive tournament record
to 9-3 with overtime win
against 14 ranked UC Davis.
Pacific placed 9th in the 2005
NorCal tournament. Mike
Mitchell was clutch in over
time scoring two goals. Dragan Bakic led the Tigers with
three goals and solid play.
Matt Turnbull and fresh
men Will Milcovich scored
two goals a peace helping
Pacific get to Mitchells over
time dramatics. Pacific faced
many obstacles with injures
and ejections but kept fight
ing for the victory. Pacific is
now 10-7 and faces UC Irvine
at noon on October 23.
W. Soccer
Oct 16, 2005
The Tigers kept their hot
hand going shutting out

UC Irvine 2-0 after an im
pressive 2-1 victory against
Northridge. Led by Big West
player of the week Bunny
Dickson who kept her im
pressive streak of a goal a
game going, the Tigers had
UC Irvine on the ropes all
game. Dickson who had her
second game-winning goal
of the weekend took a pass

Women's Tennis
10/16/05
Results
Singles Flight A
Quarterfinals
Natalia Kostenko (PAC)
def. Camile Pamart (USF),
6-1; 6-1

Semifinals
Pavia Mesterova (LMU)

